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MEET & GREET SERVICES  
AT WORLDWIDE AIRPORTS: 
Who wouldn’t want to take the hassle out of air travel? 
Book our Airport Meet&Greet services and you’ll find 
it’s a new way of traveling. Your personal assistant will 
pick you up and guide you through the fast track into 
the VIP Lounge. ACTION Worldwide Limousines provides 
airport Meet&Greet Service at all major worldwide 
airports, time-saving, safe, and convenient.

AVOID THE CROWD

WHAT WE DO 
CHAUFFEURED 
TRANSPORTATION IN 
GERMANY AND EUROPE: 
One-stop-shop for worldwide ground trans- 
portation saves your precious time. High-
quality services with only late-model vehicles 
almost everywhere in the world will avoid delay 
and will guaranty hassle-free and seamless 
traveling.  
ACTION Worldwide Limousines has the goal to 
be the market leader in terms of quality and 
dedication.  

GET THE HIGHEST SERVICE  
STANDARDS

SECURE CAR AND EXECUTIVE 
PROTECTION SERVICES: 
ACTION Worldwide Limousines primary goal is to take 
care of the security of the customers. But if traveling to 
an area of increased risk, or when the risk level is due 
to the VIP traveling, it is important to have an additional 
option. Armored vehicles and a well-trained security 
driver provide an extra layer of security during ground 
transportation. 

TAKE A RIDE ON THE SAFE SIDE
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ADDED VALUES FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

»   Specialists in managing and coordinating Transfer Services, Roadshows, 
Meetings and Events, and Airport Meet&Greet Services

»   24/7 Reservation and high-speed reaction on your inquiries and bookings 

»   Tracking and Monitoring of all worldwide services with state-of-the-art 
reservation technology

»   Dedicated VIP Reservation Agents, experienced and multilingual

HOW WE WORK

ACTION Worldwide Limousines has established a set of standards and an infection prevention protocol, 
which is valid since April 2020. This is getting permanently updated according to international health 
associations guidelines. These standards apply for all journeys with ACTION Worldwide Limousines.
Our COVID-19 precautionary measures: 

SAFE TRAVELS DURING COVID-19 

https://www.worldwidelimousines.de/en/update-travel-safety-during-covid-19-infection-protection-more

OUR ANSWERS TO THE  
CHALLENGES OF GLOBAL  
BUSINESS TRAVEL: 
Global Travel is on the increase, even in times of 
pandemics, economic doldrums and geopolitical turmoil. 
But recently the management of travel risks has come 
into clear focus, for both leisure and business travelers. 
Travelers feel a greater need for security. Employers 
undertake every effort to comply with their duty of care 
obligations and protect their employees from travel risks 
and from losing precious time.

This is how services of ACTION Worldwide Limousines contribute effectively  
to an active travel risk management:

•  Pre-booked and qualified chauffeured services minimize the risk that travelers run by using  
public transport or dubious chauffeured transportation in foreign countries.

•  Airport Meet&Greet services keep individuals from exposure to public. Executives and VIPs can  
stay in their privacy and they’re avoiding unnecessary risks.

•  Finally in areas with a tense security situation, armored cars and executive protection services provide 
an extra layer of security and guaranty peace of mind both for the passengers and their employers. 

SOLUTIONS FOR PROACTIVE TRAVEL RISK MANAGEMENT
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VEHICLE SELECTION

The Mercedes S-Class is the ultimate in luxury sedans and 
the premium class vehicle for chauffeur drive companies in 
virtually every location across Europe, the Middle East and Asia 
and the USA. It is by far the most popular choice for roadshow 
logistics because of its elegance, luxury and style. It is produced 

in Short and Long Wheel Base versions, the latter providing an 
additional 110 mm of rear legroom. Almost without exception, 
the Long Wheel Base version is operated by our affiliates for 
roadshow services.

The E-Class draws many similarities to the Mercedes S-Class 
but is a smaller vehicle and offers less interior space. However, 
for certain applications the E-Class performs equally as well as 

the S-Class and is significantly less expensive to operate, which 
is usually reflected in lower chauffeur drive rates for our clients.

LUXURY SEDAN Mercedes Benz S-Class

3   /  3   /  Europe USA Asia

3-4   /  3   /  Europe USA Asia

3   /  3   /  Europe USA Asia

LUXURY SEDAN Lincoln Continental 

EXECUTIVE SEDAN Mercedes Benz E-Class 

The latest luxury sedan from Lincoln brings a US luxury 
sedan back into the international top-class. With the Lincoln 
Continental passengers leave an impact on arrival. The rear 
cockpit features heated and reclining seats, the electronically 

adjustable suspension provides a smooth ride, while the safety 
of rear side curtain airbags, ABS braking system, and vehicle 
dynamics integrated management give passengers the peace 
of mind they deserve.
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VEHICLE SELECTION

The Genesis is the luxury model of Koreas famous car builder 
Hyundai. It has successfully conquered it’s position within 
the group of Asia’s premium class vehicles in the past years. 
With an impressive list of safety features coupled with a 

stylish exterior, the Hyundai Genesis is the ideal choice for 
passengers in Asia looking to travel in comfort and style for 
short or longer transfers. It’s available in a long wheel base and 
offers unparalleled leg space for the passengers.

The Mercedes V-Class has set new standards for MPVs around 
the world. The ‘Ambiente’ is the version of choice for chauffeur 
drive companies because of its additional refinement and 

equipment levels, such as self-levelling airsuspension for a 
smoother passenger ride. The V-Class is available in three body 
sizes – Compact, Long and Extra-Long.

EXECUTIVE SEDAN Hyundai Genesis

3   /  3   /  Europe USA Asia

5-7   /  7   /  Europe USA Asia

3-4   /  3   /  Europe USA Asia

EXECUTIVE SEDAN Cadillac XTS 

LUXURY MINIVAN Mercedes Benz V-Class 

The all-new Cadillac XTS is carrying on the tradition of 
Cadillac premium sedans and it combines the comfort of an 
upper-class vehicle with many features of advanced vehicle 
technology. It serves as a versatile luxury sedan, and due to 

its cost effectiveness, its elegance and its safety standards has 
become the most widely disseminated sedan within the US 
chauffeur business. The long wheel base version is what we 
provide for premium services.
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VEHICLE SELECTION

Recently the SUV’s have increased in popularity, gradually 
replacing the stretch limousine as the vehicle of choice when 
more than 3 passengers are travelling together. This SUV is an 
ideal choice when travelling as part of a roadshow, conference, 
special event or VIP service. The bold powerful lines and the 

fashionable style have made this SUV incredibly popular and 
with the top-notch safety features and the leather captain’s 
chairs, passengers will find themselves safely at home in this 
luxury SUV flagship.

These cars stand for unparalleled comfort and style in coach 
travel. On board of these cars you can hold conferences on vis-
a-vis tables equipped with power connections or you might wish 
to simply talk to business partners in a relaxing atmosphere. 

These 5-star coaches are equipped with CD, video and DVD 
connections as well as 19 inch flat screens and comprehensive 
multimedia presentation facilities. (Unfortunately) not available 
in all of the markets.

SUV Cadillac Escalade

16   /  ±   /  Europe USA Asia

32-50   /  ±   /  Europe USA Asia

5   /  5   /  Europe USA Asia

MINICOACH Mercedes Sprinter 16-seater 

LUXURY COACH Luxury Coach 32/44/50-seater 

The Sprinter passenger van by Mercedes Benz re-invents 
the idea of the “people mover” by integrating the comfort, 
innovation and safety of their world-class lineup of sedans and 
SUVs with the spaciousness of a passenger van. The Sprinter 

has seating for up to sixteen adults and is generously powered 
by the eco-friendly Mercedes BlueTEC diesel engine. The 
roomy interior provides both convenience and comfort for all 
passengers in one intelligent design.
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